Avoids most multiple scattering -Usually only one strong beam excited at once. An effective integration over excitation error
1. Why were literature results inconsistent? 4-6 2. What is the true nature of the data? 3 . Do correction factors need to be applied, how and when should we apply them?
The difficult step in structure determination is obtaining a good starting structure
If starting structure is close, refinement to true structure is accurate and reliable Direct methods (phase recovery) is the key step but requires good intensities (see box)
Traditionally, use X-rays (e.g., synchrotron):
Very kinematical (single scattering) DM works well with kinematical data Transmission electron diffraction is better for many nanomaterials problems:
Fine probe (0.5Å-50nm) Multiple data collection in one instrument
• Chemical information (EELS, EDX) • Imaging and diffraction
In-situ capabilities TEM is widely available and can be less expensive However, electron diffraction data is strongly distorted by dynamical (multiple) scattering:
Intensity oscillates with specimen thickness Phase inversion on dynamical intensities is not usually successful A priori information needed 
YES

NO
In diffraction experiment we measure intensities (phase information is lost):
If the phases were known:
• Generate scattering potential maps For atomic structures, phase information is encoded within intensities Requires < 10-20% RMS intensity error in order to work A function of structure factor F g
• Some F g must be known to use it! C Blackman converges to this for large t 
II. Amplitude Error plots
How to read these plots: ±0.4 on plot corresponds to ±16% intensity error Bumpiness means data is dynamical Integral over all space (like powder diff.) 
More structures
Repertoire of solved structures 2.
Aberration corrected precession Fine probe, fancy scanning configuration Can avoid multi-beam excitation, also data mining 3.
A general correction factor (iterative) For thick specimens 
Result:
An exact integration of two-beam approximates PED well Consider the bessel integral limits
Precession intensity approximates true amplitude for large A g .
Correction factor applied to simulated data
Plot of F corr v. F kin (t = 127 nm, φ = 75 mrad)
For more information, see http://www.numis.northwestern.edu/Research/Current/precession.shtml
